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The European Chemicals 
Agency (ECHA)



About us

We protect humans and the 
environment by taking action on 
harmful chemicals

OUR MISSION

We work for the safe use of chemicals

OUR VISION

To be the centre of knowledge on the 
sustainable management of chemicals 
for the benefit of citizens and the 
environment

©Unsplash/ Raphael Rychetsky
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We implement EU chemicals laws

→ REACH -
registration of 
chemicals

→ Biocides

→ Classification, 
labelling and 
packaging

→ PIC – import 
and export

© iStockphoto.com / Reptile8488/ BahadirTanriover. Adobe. Unsplash/Andy Li
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Our other tasks under EU laws

→ Chemicals in products

→ Poison centres

→ Nanomaterials

→ Persistent organic
pollutants 

→ Drinking water

→ Exposure limits for 
workers

©Unsplash/Gustavo Quepón
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Fresh from Press

→ Current status of REACH database + 
newly registered substances

→ A discussion “Towards an animal 
testing-free regulatory system for 
industrial chemicals” 

• ECHA’s activities to promote NAMs

• towards a full replacement of animal 
testing



The OECD (Q)SAR 
Assessment Framework



Overview of the project



→ The use of (Q)SARs is allowed in many 
chemical regulations

→ OECD (Q)SAR principles from 2004 cover 
the scientific validity of (Q)SAR models

→ The use of a valid (Q)SAR model does not 
guarantee the validity of each of its 
results

→ Need to establish principles to assess 
individual results and a systematic and 
harmonised assessment framework for 
(Q)SAR models and predictions
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Valid (Q)SAR model ≠ Valid (Q)SAR result



The example of REACH
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→ Under REACH, (Q)SARs can be used as adaptations to standard 
information requirements

→ Four conditions to use QSAR results

• scientific validity of the model + three more

REACH Annex XI 1.3

Model scientifically valid

Substance in applicability domain

Prediction adequate for purpose

Documentation adequate and reliable

OECD (Q)SAR Principles Defined endpoint

Unambiguous algorithm

Defined applicability domain

Appropriate measures of goodness-
of-fit, robustness and predictivity

REACH Guidance R.6

OECD principles: OECD ENV/JM/MONO(2007)2: http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?doclanguage=en&cote=env/jm/mono(2007)2

Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment Chapter R.6: QSARs and grouping of chemicals: https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/13632/information_requirements_r6_en.pdf

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?doclanguage=en&cote=env/jm/mono(2007)2
https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/13632/information_requirements_r6_en.pdf


(Q)SAR Assessment Framework: project overview
• Expert Group - More than 40 experts from Australia, Canada, Denmark, ECHA, EFSA, Estonia, 

France, Germany, ICAPO, Italy, Japan, JRC, Netherlands, Sweden, UK, US, Norway

• Co-leadership -  Italian National Institute of Heath (ISS)  and  ECHA, Coordinator: OECD

• Duration: 24 months
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January 2021

Approval of the 
Project Proposal by 

WPHA

March 2021

QAF Kick-off 
meeting

2021-2023

Meetings and drafting (two 
sub-task groups, predictions 

and models)

March 2023

End of the project, 
documents sent to 

WPHA

28 June 2023

Documents 
tabled at 
WPHA for 
approval

September 
2023

Publication (if 
approved in 

June)

WPHA: OECD Working Party on Hazard Assessment

Today (19 June)



(Q)SAR Assessment Framework: objectives

• To develop a systematic and harmonised
assessment framework for (Q)SAR model 
predictions

• To revise the QSAR Model Reporting 
Format (QMRF) and QSAR Prediction 
Reporting Format (QPRF)

• To address the uncertainty/confidence 
in (Q)SAR predictions

• Applicable irrespective of the modelling 
technique, the endpoint and the intended 
regulatory application

• Primarily for regulatory assessors, 
beneficial for (Q)SAR model developers 
and users too
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Deliverables – QAF Guidance
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Two documents:
1. QAF Guidance: Text document establishing principles for the assessment 

of QSAR results and explaining how to assess models and their results
Table of Content



Deliverables – QAF Checklist
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Two documents:
2. QAF Checklist: Excel document to perform the assessment in practice. Includes the Model 

Checklist, Prediction Checklist, Result Checklist + examples and explanations



Assessment of (Q)SAR 
models



Principles for the assessment of (Q)SAR models
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➢ The QAF group agreed that the OECD principles for evaluating the scientific 
validity of (Q)SAR models remain relevant:

1. Defined endpoint

2. Unambiguous algorithm

3. Defined domain of applicability

4. Appropriate measures of goodness-of-fit, robustness and predictivity

5. Mechanistic interpretation, if possible



QAF Guidance for the assessment of models

→ Each principle is broken down to 
assessment elements (AEs)

→ The Guidance gives more details 
for each AEs

→Ideally, an acceptable model 
should fulfil all AEs. However, 
depending on the purpose of use, 
evaluators may accept models 
where not all AEs are fulfilled
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Figure: Guidance text with explanation of the AEs for 
assessing QSAR Models Principle 1: a defined endpoint



Model Checklist
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Outcome (for each AE):
• Fulfilled
• Not fulfilled
• Not applicable/assessed, or
• Not documented
Conclusion (for the whole model):
• The model is acceptable for the intended purpose
• The model is not acceptable for the intended purpose
• Documentation insufficient to decide on the acceptance of the 

model for the intended purpose



Model criteria and QMRF mapping
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➢ A separate spreadsheet of the Checklist provides details, practical advice, 
examples and mapping to the QMRF for each AE



Assessment of predictions 
and results based on multiple 

predictions



Principles for the assessment of (Q)SAR predictions
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➢ Four new OECD principles for evaluating (Q)SAR predictions and results 
based on multiple predictions:

1. Correct input - complete and representative of the substance being 
analysed, uses reliable parameters

2. Substance within applicability domain – assessment limited to the 
domain as defined by model developers

3. Reliable prediction – to cover elements that may not be part of the 
developers’ definition of applicability domain

4. Outcome fit for purpose - the usefulness of the computational 
prediction to answer a specific regulatory question

➢ For a result based on multiple predictions, first each prediction is assessed 
individually, and then an additional evaluation step is dedicated to the final 
result (as explained later)



Guidance for the assessment of (Q)SAR predictions

➢ Each principle is broken down to 
assessment elements (AEs)

➢ Each AE has its own weight and 
uncertainty

➢ Weight: how important is the 
AE in the context of use of the 
prediction (low, medium, or 
high)

➢ Uncertainty: how confident is 
the assessor with the outcome

At the end, the overall uncertainty 
of the prediction is assigned based 
on the highest uncertainty of high 
weight AEs.
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Figure: Guidance text with explanation of the AEs for 
assessing QSAR Predictions Principle 1: a correct input
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For each assessment element (AE):

→ Weight

• Low; Medium; High

→ Outcome:

• Fulfilled; Not fulfilled; Not applicable/assessed; 
Not documented

→ Uncertainty:

• Low; Medium; High

By default, high uncertainty to AEs that are not 
fulfilled or not documented

Prediction

Checklist



Prediction

Checklist
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Conclusion

→ Uncertainty of the prediction

• Low; medium; High

Based on the highest uncertainty of high weight 
AEs.

→ Outcome of the assessment

• Acceptable for the intended purpose;

• Not acceptable for the intended purpose;

• Documentation insufficient to decide on the 
acceptance for the intended purpose.

The document suggests to accept predictions 
with low or medium uncertainty
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→ Also for predictions and results, a separate spreadsheet of the Checklist provides details, 
practical advice, examples and mapping to the QPRF for each AE

→ In addition, there is a section dedicated to how to assign the uncertainty level

Predictions criteria and QPRF mapping



(Q)SAR results based on multiple predictions
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Cases that consider multiple predictions include: 

→ Predictions from different models for the same structure;

→ Predictions from the same models for different structures (such as the 
multiple constituents of a substance or for the substance under analysis 
and its metabolites); 

→ A combination of the above. 



Assessment workflow for results from multiple predictions
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1. Within the Result Checklist, complete a checklist for each prediction 
individually (for complex cases, start by addressing multiple predictions 
associated with the same structure, and then consider the predictions for 
different structures)

2. Assess the additional AE:

• Correct determination of the final result from individual predictions

3. Determine the uncertainty of the final result by weighing the uncertainty of 
individual predictions (e.g. consistent independent predictions lower 
uncertainty)

4. Decide on the acceptability of the result (the document suggests to accept 
results with low or medium uncertainty)



Workflow for 
assessing results from 
multiple predictions
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Assessment element (AE)
Outcome (O): fulfilled, not fulfilled, not documented, not applicable
Weight (W): low, medium, high
Uncertainty (U): low, medium, high
Conclusion: results acceptable, not acceptable, insufficient documentation

(Q)SAR result

1. Assess predictions individually

Conclusion on the result
Uncertainty
Outcome

Prediction 2
Uncertainty
Outcome

Prediction 1
Uncertainty
Outcome

2. Check how the final result is determined (AE 5.1)

3. Conclusion based on the level of 
uncertainty and purpose of use



Visual abstract 1/2
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Conclusions



What is next
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→ The OECD QAF expert group 
identified the following areas for 
further work:

• Endpoint specific case studies

• Reporting (revise the QMRF and 
design a report for results from 
multiple predictions)

• Technical guidance on how to 
validate models (i.e. measure 
the performance), especially in 
terms of external validation



OECD (Q)SAR assessment framework - Take home messages
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The publication by OECD of the QAF documents is expected in September 2023

Establishes new OECD principles for the assessment of (Q)SAR predictions and results 
from multiple predictions, and provides guidance and checklists for their assessment

The QAF will be the reference point for the regulatory assessment of (Q)SARs

With a systematic and harmonised assessment framework, the QAF will benefit 
regulators first, and then model developers and (Q)SAR users too
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